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An efficient identification system RIFRAN 89 for rapid qualitative and, 
itu,antitative diffraction phase analysis of polycrystaline materials was developed 
on the basis of studies [1-4] published earlier. The system is represented by 
a set of interactive computer programs written in the TURBOBASIG language, 
and implemented on the 8-bit ATARI 130 XE home computer. 

The identifying procedure for the analysis is based on comparing the 
diffractograms of stand,ards with those of the unknown sample, utilizing statistical 
criteria and chemical analysis for qualitative analysis, and, the metlwd of 
mathematical optimizing for quantitative analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 

Determination of phase composition on the basis of diffractograms of the 
analyzed substance by comparing with a reference data base of standard diffracto
grams is generally a complex matter, particularly owing to the large number of 
standards involved. A highly efficient searching in extensive collections of reference 
diffractograms is obviously ensured by computers. In connection with the recent 
expansion in the field of efficient and readily controllable computer te0hnology one 
can also see its rapidly increasing utilization in phase analysis. Among the factors 
supporting this trend there is above all the availability of relatively cheap and 
we11 controllable microcomputers with comparatively extensive operating and 
capacity capabilities. The precision and completeness of the analyses then depends 
only on the strategy and algorithms of the programs chosen, as well as on the 
technical means available. The respective procedures have already been repeatedly 
published for large computers, minicomputers, as well as microcomputers, e.g. 
[8-14). In this country, these efforts are represented by identification systems 
[4, 15] for a "large" computer and by [l-3] as a variant for portable programmable 
calculators. 

The RIFRAN 89 identification system described in the present paper was 
implemented on the 8-b:t ATARI 130 XE home computer, furnished with the 
ATARI 1050 disk drive. The software of the syst£m is written in the TURBO
BASIC XL language, which is adequately rapid for the operations required. 
In such an arrangement, there is 34 kB of main memory jointly with 64 kB of the 
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RAM disk for additional data files. Each floppy disk provides 256 kB for arbitrary 
files. 

In view of the relatively large scope of the complete identification system, it has 
been segmented into individual programs that are called from the program run, 
similarly to the data files. In spite of this the system is flexible and comparatively 
fast. 

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 

The  method employed  

The qualitative analysis by the RIFRAN 89 system i s  based on comparing the 
patterns of the reference database one after the other with a diffractogram of the 
sample being measured. As the high operating speed of the computers allows the 
diffractograms to be compared in great detail, all of the peaks are being compared, 
and not only some of the most intensive ones, as is the case of most "manual" 
identification systems. The whole philosophy of the search has been described in 
detail, e.g. in [1�], so that only brief information is given here. 

The basic idea is to represent the sample being measured, as well as the stan
dards, by means of factors. To determine the phase composition of an unknown 
substance one has to express its diffractogram x by superposition of diffractograms 
y1, y2, • • • • •  , Yk of known substances, standards. This means to find non-negative
numbers c1 , c2 , • • • •  , c1.: for which 

k 

L er = 

1
i'=l 

and which conform, as best as possible, to the equation 

k 

thus minimizing the residuum 

x = I c1Y1 
y=l 

k k 

(l) 

(2) 

f(c1, c2, . . .  , C.t) =Ix- I c1Y1 \2 =Ix 1 2 -2 I c1xY1 +
r=l r=l 

I,; k 
+ L L, CjCmY1Ym. (3) 

)'=1 m=l 

From the stationarity condition 

of of of -=·-= ... =-=0 
OC1 OC2 OCk 

one obtains the fundamental system of equations 

XY1 = C1Y1Y1 + C2Y2Y1 + • • ; + CkYkYl 

XY2 = C1Y1Y2 + C2Y2Y2 + + CkYkY2 

xy1.: = C1Y1Yk + C2Y2Yk + · · · + C1.:Y1cYk (4) 

by means of which the phase composition is determined. In these expressions, the 
symbol 
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n 

xy = L XnYn 
n=l 

designates the scalar product of the pattern vectors 

X = {x1, X2, ... , Xn} and y = {y1, Y2, ... , Yn} 

and the standard of the pattern vector 

Ix I = Vxx = V f x�. 
n=l 

(5) 

(6) 

The number k is the number of phases which must be necessarily taken into account 
in the identification. The number is mostly very large and the solution of the 
system (2) is unstable. Identification is therefore affected by firstly narrowing the 
complete set of standards to smaller sets of k substances, whose diffractograms are 
as similar as possible to that of the substance being measured and only then the 
optimizing proper is carried out for the substances selected. 

Standard database  

The database of  standard diffraction patterns for qualitative analysis i s  segmen
ted on floppy disks into several files according to the standard types and the user's 
requirements. One set is able to accommodate about 250 to 300 standards in view 
of the operational memory capacity of the microcomputer employed. The individual 
standards are described by the following identifiers: 

MINERAL - specifies the mineralogical or chemical name of the substance
jointly with the quality fo the data

SYSTEM - crystallographic system of the standard
FORMULA - chemical formula of the substance
CODE - as the database of standards for qualitative analysis is composed

of data taken over from various sources, use was made either of
existing identification codes, or those were determined so as to be
useful for seeking the original data in the literature, e.g.
A 25983 (ASTM 25983) [17]
B 71.80 (Brindley and Brown, page 71, 1980) [18]
M 310 (Micheyev, table No. 310) [19] and the like.

The standard is further described by four characteristic peaks, according to 
which it is classified into a narrowed set of potential candidates for identification. 
The data on the standard is concluded by the other values of peak positions and 
their relative intensities. Algorithm and program description. 

The program menu offers three possibilities: Preparation and editing of the 
standard database, identification proper and database surveying. Following the 
selection, the respective program is introduced into the main memory from the 
floppy disk. 

Working and edit ing the  standard database  

For data preparation, the file i s  opened by an arbitrary name under which it 
will henceforth exist. Then follows setting of input values of wavelengths, identifiers, 
the characteristic and all other peaks in the form of d-values and their relative 
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intensities. All the data can be edited, and after checking the file is stored in the 
memory. The program is returned into the menu and the cycle is repeated. The 
setting of the new standards is concluded by closing the respective file. 

On recalling the file content from the menu, the program will display the 
contents of the chosen file in the form of mineralogical names and identifying code 
in the sequence recorded. This serves above all for checking the file and its supple
menting. 

After the check, the respective file is copied from the memory under the same 
name onto the floppy disk at a command from the menu. 

Search of  the  standard database  

HaviIJ.g loaded the program in  the main memory of the microcomputer, the 
input data for analysis are set: wavelegnth of radiation employed, the name of the 
sample being measured using at the most 32 ASCII characters, and selection of the 
data setting either as values "d" or as "2 0". F�rther setting is carried out on the 
basis of selection into the narrow file, i.e. the number of characteristic peaks of the 
four possible ones being in agreement. Next comes the definition range of Bragg 
angles 2 0, i.e. the experimental window, in which the analysis is to be performed. 
The usual range set is 10 to 90 degrees 2 0. 

Last parameter to be set is a list of at the most 10 chemical elements, which are 
not contained in the sample being studied, in the form chemical formulas, separated 
by a dash and terminated with zero. 

Then follows the setting of the position values of the peaks being observed, as in 
this case the search is based solely on comparing the peak positions and on criteria! 
tests. The setting is terminated by setting the zero values. 

Having selected the chosen file of standards and recording them into the main 
memory, one sets the tolerance interval to which a given diffraction of the sub
stance being measured the respective standard is attributed. One has to take into 
account the measure of inaccuracy of its determination, called the error window, 
i.e. around each diffraction of the specimen the tolerance interval having the size
d ± WINDOW . 10-3 d2 is constructed [21 ].

Agreement of one to four peaks (characteristic ones) according to the user's 
choice is the basic criterion according to which the standard is classified into the 
narrow file. The method has proved succesful in previous versions of the RIFRAN 
system [l-3] and is fully satisfactory for this selection. After that the "negative" 
:b.emical elements set [8] are compared with the FORMULA identifier of each 
standard. Having established agreement between the negative elements and 
standards, a standard is not immediately removed from further analysis, but is no 
longer subjected to additional criteria! analysis, and in place of its results a warning 
of chemical incorrectness of the standard found is displayed. The standards with 
correct chemical composition proceed to the subsequent test. Thi11 makes use of 
two comparing criteria, as already described [2, 3), namely the ratio of the number 
of identical peaks in the sample being measured and in the respective standard, 
to the total possible number of peaks in the standard in the given experimental 
window, and as the other criterion, the ratio of the sum of intensities of adjoined 
peaks in the standard to the total sum of intensities of the standard in a given 
experimental window. A synthetic criterion is calculated from the two criteria by 
their mutual multiplication, and the standards are sorted according to the decreas
ing value of the product. 
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Having created a new set of potential candidates, the program offers the. 
possibility of providing the results in either graphical or tabular form. In view of 
the relatively limited displaying capabilities of the ATARI microcomputer 
(320 X 192 dots) one screen allows three standards to be displayed jointly with the 
diffractograms of the sample being measured in the form of line patterns, placed 
one above the other including their description. The graphical output allows 
arbitrary standards to be displayed in either decadic or logarithmic scale according 
the the user's choice in the selected experimental window of angles 2 0-.

The output of results in tabular form can be displayed on the screen, or printed 
by the attached matrix printer. In the table, the sorted standards are printed in 
dc>scending sequence jointly with the results of criteria! tests. In the case of chemi
cal incorrectness, a warning of chemical disagreement is printed in place of the 
rf'sults of the criteria] test. The warnings are placed at the end of the list. 

As soon as the listing of results is concluded, the table of statistical assignment 
of the individual diffractions is printed. The first column contains the values of all 
the set positions of peaks for the sample being measured, the next column states 
the number of assignments to the respective diffraction, and the following column 
lists the standard to which the diffraction has been assigned. 

This output is of considerable significance, as it points out completeness of the 
analysis and the possible disassignment of some peaks, e.g. because the file employed 
does not contain an appropriate standard, or because the WINDOW parameter has 
been unsuitably employed, or because the substance in question shows a high 
degree of non-stoichiometry, in the extreme case indicating a maladjusted gonio
meter, etc. 

Following this output, the analysis can proceed by using the next file of standards 
until the cycle is concluded. 

lt should be borne in mind, however, that no program of this type, including 
the RIFRAN 89 system, is absolute and capable of ensuring analyses without 
exception. Man must always have the last word, so that the results have to be 
checked manually on the basis of the listing obtained. To avoid tedious looking up 
of the individual cards or data of standard diffractograms from various resources, 
the RIFRAN 89 system offers the possibility of scanning the database within the 
framework of the master menu. 

Scannin g t h e  d a ta base  of standards  

After soliciting the name of the file whid1 is to be  surveyed, the program wilJ 
request the keyword (use can also be made of any arbitrary numerical value, which 
makes it possible e.g. to scan cards in which the peak being seeked is contained), 
or CYcn only its fragments, on the basis of which the screen will display the complete 
file with all identifiers. Each additional card that has the Rame keyword will appear 
afkr mxt depression of the key. 

Having concludrd the scanning, it is possible to set a new keyword and to 
rc>check, or return to the nrnstPr mPnu at any moment. This concludes the entire 
cycfo of qualitatiYc analys·r-. 

The program works in a dialogue mode and even untrained operators are capable 
of us·ng it after a short period of time on the basis of information provided by the 
disµlay. 

The counting of one file containing about 100 standards and selection according 
to d1aracteristic diffractions takes about 40 seconds, and comparison for one 
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selected standard takes about 5 seconds. The entire analysis takes about 2 to 
3 minutes and the whole cycle including all inputs and outputs takes no longer 
than 10 minutes. 

The entire cycle of qualitative analysis is immeasurably faster and more comfort
able than the previous versions of the RIFRAN system [l-3]. 

These version have been restricted above all by the use of EMG 666/B calculator 
which did not allow for direct displaying on the graphical unit, and by the minimum. 
capacity of the main storage [8 kB]. In contrast to this, the RIFRAN 89 version 
being desribed here makes use of a superior programming language, allows the 
results and intermediate results to be checked instanteneously on the monitor, 
and provides their graphic displaying. The much higher capacity of the main 
storage, moreover in connection with the floppy disk unit, permitted the evaluation 
criteria tq be expanded significantly, including the statistics of assigning the 
individual peak, scanning of the standard database, flexible supplementing of the 
database, etc. In addition to this, the microcomputer employed is much more 
commonly used than the EMG 666 calculator and in addition to this, following 
a minor adjustment, the program can be transcribed into the software of other 
related microcomputers; such transcription of the the EMG instruction code was 
very difficult. 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

A part of the RIFRAN 89 system, designed for quantitative phase analysis 
under the name MICRO Q, is a mildly modified and into TURBO-BASIC transcri
bed version of the KVAN program of the XQPA system [4]; the adjustments 
were made to meet the requirements of the system. As the method has already 
been described, e.g. [4, 20, 21, 22], we shall deal only with the basic principles. 

The method employed 

The basic idea i s  again to represent the sample being measured, and the respective 
calculated standards, as vectors. The phase analysis has the purpose to find non
negative numbers c1 , c2, • • •  , Ck, that minimize the modulus of the residual 
intensity vector according to equation (3). Standardization of Ci yields the numbers 
Vi, representing optimum estimates of the volume shares of standards Yi in the 
sample being measured. 

Equation (3) represents the fact that agreement between a diffraction pattern 
measured and the suggested model of a mixture phases is never perfect owing to the 
real structure of the sample and to experimental errors. The least square method is 
used in seeking a model most similar to the diffraction pattern being studied. On 
substituting the vectors x or Yi with their coordinates on the assumption that only 
the j-th peak of i-th standard contributes to the j-th peak of sample x1 (i.e., the 
peaks of different phases do not show superposition), equation (3) will ideally 
acquire the form 

(7) 

and represents the basic equation of the quantitative phase analysis as a modifica
tion of the basic relationship suggested by Klug and Alexander [23]. 

Direct solution of the problem of minimizing the residuum is numerically 
unviable owing to the large number of standards in the file, and in addition to this, 
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Microcomputer Sy9temfor Qualitative and Quantitative P<ntJder •. , it is impracticable for a sample to contain more than 10 identifiable phases. This is why the file of standards has to be narrowed on in the first step of the analysis. Generally, this is effected on the basis of the chemical characteristics and by comparing the interplanar distances and diffraction intensities of the standard with those of the peak intensities of the standard and the sample being measured. The reduction of the set of standards to a narrower set is achieved by means of tests using optional parameters Pl through PS, where the individual parameters represent the following: P 1 - the standard is rejected if it contains less than P 1 peaks. P 2 - the standard is rejected if it contains less than P 2 percent of peaks. P 3 - tbe standard is rejected if the sought estimate of repres9ntation in p9rcent in the mixture is less than P 3 percent. P 4 - the so-called error window, representing the tolerance interval around each sample peak, as mentioned above. P 5 - among the peaks of the standard, only those with calculated intensity higher than P 5 are taken into account. P 6 - the top unit of the range of interplanar distances d for the sample b9ing measured. P 7 - the bottom limit of the range of interplanar distanced in the sample bsing measured. P 8 - approves or rejects the preselected standards. In the case of RIFRAN 89 system, the set is narrowed down in its part QUALITY and in quantitative analysis, use is made of standards set from outside by the user on the basis of prior experience (parameter P 8). Experience has shown that the procedure makes this analysis substantially faster, more accurate and effective. After that, the criteria! function of the measure of probability that the standard is contained in the sample is calculated for the given standard: R-]-_00m[1 __ 1 fj-1 __I I] - M m k=l dst, le da, le • 
[ r max (0, 1st, 1c - ls, k)] 1- k•l 

• 
____ 

m 
______ _ 

r 1st," k=l (8) 

where mis the number of peaks of the sample, Mis the total number of peaks of the standards within the limits P 6 to P 7, dst, let are interplanar distances, or intensities of diffractions of the standard situated over the interval expressed by parameter P 4, dvz, lvz are interplanar distances or peak intensities of the sample. The narrower set of standards enters the optimizing process proceeding according to equation (3). As the vectors y, are independent, the necessary and satisfactory condition for an absolute minimum of equation (3) is the validity of the syst,em of equatious i" = I, 2, ... , n (n ;;;;; 10) (9) 
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n 

L c1(Yi, Yi)=� (x, Yi) 
j=l 

i = 1,2, . .. , n.

There is always a solution c1, c2 , ••• , Cn , and the solution is unambiguous. 

(10)

As a result of tho real structure, unsuitable selection of parameters or incorrect
scale of experimental data it may happen that some Ci will attain negative values,
which is physically impermissible. This effect is synonymous with that when the 
user tries to substjtute additional standards into an "occupied" diffraction pattern 
of the sample being measured. Practice shows that standards, for which the volume
share is negative, do not occur in the sample. An algorithm of the analysis then
uses the method of dimensional reduction: if Ci � 0, i-th line and the column in the
vector on the right-hand side of the i-th coordinate is eliminated from the matrix
on the left-hand side of the system of equations (10). The matrix reduced in this
way reenters the solution of the system of equations (10) and the procedure is
repeated until all Ci > 0. Standardization then yields the resultant values of
volume shares of the individual phases in the sample being measured giwn in
percent by volume. 

The residuum in the form

Res =VI' 
j(c1, Cz, ... ' cx) I. 100

. j(O, ... , 0) : 

serves as an estimate of the analytical correctness.

Database  o f  s tandards

(11)

Quantitative analysis requires the peak intensities of the standards to be 
classified in an absolute scale, common for all standards, as a relative scale would be
useless. These absolute intensitil's are associated solely with the crystal structure
of the standard and with the X-radiation employed for the diffraction of the i-th
phase 

1 
ltlikz = I Fi, klcl 1

2 mt, hkzLPt, hkl. y;i
i 

(12)

where the structural factor has the form

' ( 
sin fhkl) Fhkl = 

P
"'f;/P exp -Bp A • exp ['-21tt(hxp + kyp + lzp)] (13)

wherefp 

Bp 

is the atom form factor of the p-th atom of the elementary cell,
is the isotropic temperature factor of the p-th atom in the
elementary ce1l, 

011,kz is a Bragg angle of diffraction with indices hkl
Ji. is the wavelength of the radiation employed, 
xp, yp, Zp are the coordinates of the p-th atom of the elementary unit,
m11,kz is the multiplicity of diffraction hkl 
LP11,kz is Lorentz polarization factor of diffraction hkl 
V is the volume of the elementary cell. 

This form is intended for Bragg-Brentan's parafocusing arrangement of the 
goniometer for a "thick" sample, i.e. one having a thickness of at least 1 mm. It is
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further assum3d that the sample has been prepared so as to allow the effects of 
microabsorption, thermal diffusion scatter on the diffraction intensity, the uneven
ness of the sample surface, and primary extinction to be neglected. Additional 
corrective terms have to be introduced into equation [12] if the requirements 
cannot b3 met. 

Tae databas3 of the standards for the MIKRO Q program is stored on a floppy 
disk. The table of a standard contains its standard, by means of which the respective 
standards are called, the name of the standard, the number of diffractions and the 
values of their positions in the form of d values,- and their absolute intensities 
"labs". 

The standards were obtained in various ways. By calculations [24] using the 
programs LAZY PULVERIX [6] or DIFK [5]. Additional standards were obtained 
from database [17] which already specifies the scaling factor related to corundum, 
bv means of which substances with intensities in the absolute scale were obtained. 
The last method of determining standard diffraction patterns was their direct 
measurem3nt [7]. 

T11e respactive files ware used independently, although they can be compiled 
for mutual rescaling. 

The  algorithm and descr ipt ion o f  the  program 

After keying in the program designation the selected file of  standards i s  transfer
red into the microcomputer memory. The cirteria Pl through P 7 are set as already 
described, followed by the sample name and the values of "d" and "labs" 
measured, in the most 51 values. Having checked the data, the numbers of 
standards considered for calculation are set, at the most. 10. The data setting is 
followed by summing, calculation of the matrix and parallel listing of the results 
of criteria} analysis. Having calculated the share by volume of the individual 
standards in the sample being measured, the program displays a table containing 
the numb3rs of standards, their names, the precent in volume calculated, and the 
standard deviations. After the first approximation and automatic rejection of 
unsuitable standards, there follows another cycle, after which the calculation is 
usually concluded. 

It has been repeatedly proved [4, 20] that the method exhibits a high reliability 
and accuracy. Compared to the corresponding versions in the FORTRAN language 
[4], the present version is somewhat slower but nevertheless fast enough. The 
overall time of analysis, including the setting of input data, takes at the most 
10 minutes, including the printing of results on the matrix printer connected. 

DISCUSSION 

Both the qualitative and the quantitative parts of the RIFRAN 89 system 
are utilized independently, being not organically interconnected through the 
database of standards. This is given by the incompatibility of the standard 
databases. Those for the quantitative analysis can be employed in qualitative 
analysis, but the number and choice of standards stored in the filies is so far unsa
tisfactory. This is the only reason why two databases are used. Direct application 
of standards is a difficult problem above all for reasons of a lack of precise data 
on the crystal structure of a given substance; on the other hand, perfect specimens 
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of the mineral suitable for measuring a standard diffraction pattern are not always 
available. A comparatively advantageous way would be addition of databases [17] 
with specified scaling factors related to corundum; in this manner it would be 
possible to create a database common for both qualitative and quantitative phase 
analyses. 

The RIFRAN 89 system does not claim to be capable of measuring all possible 
types of samples. On the contrary it appears to be highly suitable and useful for 
specialized laboratories dealing with a comparatively narrow range of materials, 
namely a database prepared by the user should contain about 300 standards. 
Under such conditions the results of qualitative analysis are very satifactory and 
only rarely differ from actual analysis. Moreover, the statistical survey of the 
diffraction assignment readily contributes to making the analysis more accurate 
and to rendering the standard database more complete. 

The results of quantitative analysis only confirm the reliability and suitability 
of this method. Of course, it is necessary to test very carefully all newly calculated 
standards and to gain experience with the use of the "instrument" factor. From 
the standpoint of standards, it is best to use actual measured ones, whose data 
were obtained on one and the same instrument used in the measuring of experi
mental samples. 

CONCLUSION 

On the basis of experience gained so far, the RIFRAN 89 system for automatic 
qualitative and quantitative phase analysis can be regarded as a suitable and 
practical tool in particular for specialized X-ray diffraction laboratories. The 
system makes the analytic work significantly faster and more efficient by allowing 
the use of routine procedures which, although demanding of the standpoint of mea
suring, calibration and evaluation, provide more accurate and reliable results. 
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V prezentovanej praci je p opisany maly, efoktivny a flexibilny mikropocitacovy system pre 
autornaticku difrakcnu kvalitativnu a kvantitativnu analyzu polykrystalickych materialov. 
System je tvoreny sadou. interaktivnych programov, napisanych v jazyku TURBOBASIC 
a impl<:>mentovanych na domaci 8-bitovy pocitac ATARI 130 XE, vybaveny disketovou jed
notkou ATARI 1050. 

Standardnu databazu pre kvalitativnu analyzu tvori subor standardov, v ktorej kazdy je 
popisany maximalne 55 difrakciami v hodnotach ,,d" a ,,Ire!". 

Pre kvantitativnu analyzu je' standardna databaza vytvorena z vypocitanych [5, 6] alebo 
nameranych [7] difraktogramov, reperezentovanych hodnotami ,,d" a ,,labs". 

Identifikacna procedura vyuziva porovnavanie difraktogramov standardov neznarnej vzorky, 
vyuzfrajuc statisticke kriteria, chemicku analyzu a met6dy matematickej optimalizacie. 
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1,,affie&pa .uema.M1,yp2uu .uemaJ1Jiyp2u"ieci.020 if,aKyJibmema, II 0Jiumex11,u"iec1,,uii uHcmumym, 
meep.uoea 9/A, 043 85 Homuw; 

* H ay1t11,o-uccJie8oeameJibc1,,a11, 6aaa MemaJiJill"iec1,,ux .MamepuaJioe, II o.iumexnu"iec1,,uu uncmu
mym, IIap1. Ho.ue11,c1,,020 3, 042 00 Houtulfe; 

**9JieKmpomexHU"iec,;;uu ¢a1,,yJibmem II0JiumexHU"iec1.020 u11,cmumyma, 042 00 Houtulfe 

B rrpe)l;mJ,raeMo:ii paCioTe OllJH'I,IBaCTC H HCUOJII,IIIaH, :,qiqieKTHBHaH n qJJJCRCH6HJihBaH 
M11KpOBI,!qHCJICTCJII,HaH CHCTCMa, rrpe).\Ha3HaqeHHaw /'(JIH 3BTOM3TH'lCCROro /iHqipam::(HOHHOro 
R3'1CCTBCHHOro H KOJIJl'ICCTBeHHOrO aHaJIJ130B IlOJIImpnCTaJIJIH'IeCRI1X M3TepH3JIOB. CHCTCM3 
rocTOJ1T na m1oopa HHTepaKnlBHLIX rrporpaMII B Hai,rne TURBOBASIC, HcrroJii,ayeMhlX 
oTe•rcnBeHHhIM 8-fo1TOBL1M BhPrnrJTuTeJieM AT ARI 130 XE, ocrrarr:(eHHOM AHCRCTIIOH CAH· 
HHIIeii ATARI 1050. 

CTaH)l;apTHYID )l;aTa6aay /'(JIH I(aqecTBeHHOro aHaJIH3il rrpep;cTaBJIHCT Ha6op CT3H)l;apTOB 
111mm;11,1:ii H3 Hl1X Of1H("b!BaCTCH MaHCHM3JlbHO 55 AI1qJp3H II11HMH B BCJIH'!HH3X ,,d,, H ,,Ire!,,. 

,[\JUI KOJIH'1CCTBCHHOro aHamrna rrpe)l,Ha3Ha'IeHa "\1,Ta6asa, COC'THII(ail If3 BhI'IH('JICHHb!X 
[5, 6] l!JIH H3MepeHHh!X [7] /lllqJp3KTOrpaMM, rrpe11,CTaBJit'HHb!X BCJIIl'Il!H3Mlf ,,d" n ,,fobs", 

l1geHTHqJI1K1ll�HOHH3il rrpou;e,n,yp;, OCHOBb!BaCTCll Ha rorroCTaBJTeH im /IHarpaMn CTaH,[\apTOB 
H Hel!3BCCTHO:ii rrpo6u (' llfl0Jlh30BaHHCM CTaTliCTH'fCCKl1X HpnTepIIii, XIIMH'JCCKOro aHaJI113a 
II MeTO)la MaTCMaTH'JeCKOH OIITIIM11'larurn. 
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